Founded in 1984, Network Technologies Inc is a leading global provider of high quality IT infrastructure management solutions. NTI provides easy-to-use KVM and audio/video solutions that improve efficiency, reduce costs, and maximize space. The company designs, manufactures, and tests its own products, and provides friendly technical and sales support in Aurora OH, USA.

NTI products are easy-to-use, hardware-based solutions that are compatible with commonly available software and drivers. Each product is rigorously tested to ensure long-lasting and proper operation. Tests include functionality, burn-in, temperature, impact, and power cycling. All products are backed by a two-year warranty on all parts and labor.

### EXTENDERS

#### Point to Point

**KVM Extenders**
- VGA USB KVM Extenders via CATx
- HDMI USB KVM Extenders via CATx
- HDMI USB KVM Over IP Extenders
- Transparent VGA USB KVM Extenders via CATx
- Transparent DVI USB KVM Extender via Fiber
- VGA PS/2 KVM Extenders via CATx
- PS/2 Keyboard/Mouse Extender via CATx

**USB & Firewire Extenders**
- USB Extenders via CATx
- Transparent VGA USB KVM Extender via CATx
- Transparent DVI USB KVM Extender via Fiber
- USB Over IP Extenders
- USB Active Extension Cables
- FireWire Extender via CATx
- RS232 Extender via CATx

**Rackmount Extenders**
- Multiple HDMI Extender Over CATx
- Multiple Extender Modules in a Rack: USB KVM, PS2 KVM, VGA, HDMI
- General Purpose 1RU Rack Tray

#### Video Extenders
- HDMI Extenders via CATx
- HDMI HDBaseT Extenders via CAT6
- HDMI Extenders via Fiber
- HDMI Fiber Cables
- HDMI Over IP Extenders
- DVI Extenders via CATx
- DVI Extenders via Fiber
- DVI Fiber Cables
- VGA Extenders via CATx
- SD/HD/3G-SDI Extenders via Fiber
- Component Video Extenders via CATx
- S-Video Extenders via CATx
- BNC Composite Video Baluns/Extenders

### Video Switches

- DVI/HDMI Video/Audio Switches
- VGA Video Switches with Audio/RS232 Options

### Audio/Video Matrix Switches

- DVI Video Matrix Switches
- VGA Video Matrix Switches
- VGA Video/Audio Matrix Switches
- SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI Video Matrix Switches

### Multiviewers

- HDMI Quad Screen Multiviewer
- DVI/ VGA Quad Screen Multiviewer
- Screen Splitter/Video Wall Processor
- 3G-SDI Quad Screen Splitter/Multiviewer
- Low-Cost HDMI Quad Screen Splitter/Multiviewer/Extender

### Environment Monitoring Systems

- Enterprise Server Environment Monitoring Systems: Small, Medium, Large
- Management Software for Enterprise Environment Monitoring Systems
- Micro Environment Monitoring System / Remote Temperature/Humidity Sensor Over IP
- Mini Server Environment Monitoring System
- AC Voltage Detector with Relay
- Secure Remote Power Control Unit
- Low-Cost Remote Power Reboot Switch
VIDEO CONVERTERS

**Video Converters**
- VGA to DVI Converter
- DVI to VGA Converter
- VGA + Audio to HDMI Converters
- HDMI to VGA Converter
- VGA/Component Video to HDMI Converter
- VGA/Component Video/HDMI Scaler/Converter
- DVI + Stereo Audio to HDMI Converter
- DVI to HDMI Converter
- Composite Video + Audio to HDMI Converter
- DisplayPort to VGA Converter

**Video Converters (Continued)**
- Mini DisplayPort to VGA Converter
- 3G-SDI to HDMI + Audio Scaler/Converter
- MultiVideo System Converter - TV to VGA & VGA to TV
- BNC/RCA Composite Video + 3-Video to VGA Converter
- VGA USB KVM Extenders via CATx

**Video Converters/Extenders**
- VGA to DVI Converter/Extender via Fiber
- Component Video to DVI Converter/Extender via Fiber
- S-Video/Composite Video to DVI Converter/Extender via Fiber
- SD/HD/3G-SDI to DVI Converter/Extender via Fiber

KVM DRAWERS

**Ultra Compact VGA PS/2 KVM Drawer**
- VGA USB PS/2 KVM Drawers
- DVI SUN USB KVM Drawers with Optional Built-in KVM Switch
- VGA SUN USB KVM Drawers with Optional Built-in KVM Matrix Switch
- VGA USB + PS/2 KVM Drawers with Optional Integrated KVM Switch
- VGA KVM Drawers with Built-in USB KVM Switch and Optional Real Mouse

**KVM SWITCHES**
- VGA USB KVM Switches (Single-User & Multi-User)
- DVI USB KVM Switches (Single-User)
- VGA PS/2 KVM Switches (Single-User & Multi-User)
- VGA SUN PC KVM Switches (Single-User & Multi-User)
- VGA KVM Switches via CAT5 (Single-User & Multi-User)

**KVM DRAWERS**
- VGA KVM Drawers with Built-in USB KVM Matrix Switch and Optional Real Mouse
- Remote KVM over IP

**VIDEO SPLITTERS**
- DVI Video Splitter
- VGA Video Splitter

**VIDEO SPLITTERS**
- Splitter/Extenders via CATx (see Extenders – Point to Multi-Point)

**KVM SPLITTERS**
- VGA USB KVM Splitter
- DVI/HDMI USB KVM Splitters

**KVM SPLITTERS**
- VGA PS/2 KVM Splitters
- KVM Splitter/Extenders via CATx (see Extenders - Point to Multi-Point)

**CONSOLE SERIAL SWITCHES**
- SSH Secure Console Switches
- Console Switches

**CONSOLE SERIAL SWITCHES**
- Console Switches with Integrated Terminal Converter

**Monitors & Accessories**
- IRU LCD Monitor Drawers
- Industrial Monitors – Rack Mount, Wall Mount, Desktop
- LCD Monitor Arms
- Tablet Arms: C-clamp, Floor Stand

**Additional NTI Products**
- DC-DC Power Converters
- USB Cables
- Duplex Fiber Optic Cables
- USB Hubs
- KVM Cables

**Cables**
- KVM Cables
- Network Cables
- Adapters
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